Employment Positions within Education Field

INI Pittsburgh – Silicon Valley M.S. in Information Technology – Information Security (MSIT-IS) and M.S. in Mobile and IoT Engineering (MSMITE) programs

- Application Engineer
- Applications Engineer
- Architecture Engineer
- Assistant Vice President - Applications
- Associate Application Security Engineer
- Associate member of technical staff
- Associate Security Engineer
- Backend Software Engineer
- Business Analyst
- Chief Engineer and CEO
- Cloud Security Development Engineer
- Computer Scientist
- CoreOS Security Researcher
- CTO
- CTO and Co-founder
- Cybersecurity Associate
- Cyber Security Engineer-Cloud
- Cyber security expert
- Data Engineer
- Data Science Analyst
- Developer
- DevOps Security Engineer
- Engineer
- Enterprise Information Security Engineer
- Front-end Web Developer
Full-Stack Software Engineer
Hacker in Residence
Hardware Test Engineer Intern
Head of Cyber Defense Plans Branch
iOS Software Engineer
Information Security Analyst
Information Security Analyst (2)
Junior Security Engineer
Lead C++ Software Engineer
Machine Learning Engineer
Malware Researcher Manager
Member of Technical Staff
Mobile Developer
Mobile Software Engineer
MTS
MTS Software Engineer
Platform Engineer
Privacy Analyst
Production Engineer
Product Manager
Program Manager
Q/A Engineer II
Researcher
Research Assistant
Research Engineer
R&D Cybersecurity Employee
Rocket Scientist
SDE
Search Engine Optimization Product Manager
Security Analyst
Security Automation Engineer 2
Security Computer Scientist
Security Engineer
Security Lead, Mobile, Web
Security Researcher
Security Research Engineer
Sr. Network Engineer
Senior Software Development Engineer
Senior Software Engineer
Senior Software Engineer in QA
Signal Officer
Site Reliability Engineer
Software Developer
Software Developer (2)
Software Developer Engineer
Software Development Engineer
Software Development Engineer 1
Software Development Engineer 2
Software Development Engineer (3)
Software Development Engineer, Intermediate
Software Engineer
Software Engineer (2)
Software Engineer Developer
Software Engineer II - Junos OS
Software Engineer in Test
Software Engineer, RTB
Software Security Research Engineer
Solution Engineer
System Administrator
Tech Lead Software Engineer-Mobility
Technical Analyst
Technical Solution Consultant
Technical Solutions Engineer
Technology Leadership
Technology Leadership Program Associate
Tools Engineer